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1. Introduction

Development opportunities of islands, and especially small islands, are constrained by limited local assets and resource endowments (Baldacchino, 2019). Their economies are often largely dependent on mainland countries. While some islands—especially those which are components of mainland states—can rely on financial and other support from their respective metropolis, the issue is much more challenging for the independent small island states (Baldacchino & Hepburn, 2012). Their small size of domestic markets, limited economic diversification, and relative geographic isolation represent serious impediments to international trade and integration into the world economy (UNWTO, 2017; Briguglio, 1995; Vanegas et al., 2003). Moreover, these factors are often combined with proneness to natural disasters and ongoing climate change, thus lowering the incomes of some small island states (Briguglio, 1995; Pelling & Uitto, 2001; Turvey, 2009). Nevertheless, island economies can benefit from external sources, which frequently take the form of international tourism revenues or foreign aid. Research into international tourism in small island states should thus represent one of the island studies’ priority areas.

The importance of tourism for small islands has been noted by several authors, but mostly from the perspective of an individual island destination (for instance Ledesma-Rodríguez et al., 2001; Cassidy & Brown, 2010; Prideaux & McNamara, 2012; Sharpley, 2014; Cañizares et al., 2015) or a region (typically islands in the Caribbean – see Archibald & LaCorbiniere, 2008; Laframboise et al., 2014). The contribution of tourism for economic growth and development is particularly acknowledged with regard to the Small Island Developing States (SIDS) (UNWTO, 2014) and is recognised by governments and administrations of the majority of SIDS, especially those that are dependent on tourism in terms of its share of exports and contribution to GDP. Tourism is also significant for employment as it generates jobs opportunities for islanders (UNWTO, 2014). In the context of the aforementioned facts, it seems surprising that there is a lack of research addressing factors of international tourism for SIDS as a specific group of countries. Our research aims to fill this gap and contribute mainly to theoretical knowledge in this field as well as to provide some basis for policymakers.

To achieve these objectives we need to know what determines tourism demand across SIDS. Therefore, we ask the principal research question: What are the factors significantly influencing tourist arrivals into SIDS? Additionally, to offer a regional perspective, we compare these factors among the three different geographical groups of SIDS: the Caribbean; the Pacific; and the Atlantic Ocean, Indian Ocean, Mediterranean, and the South China Sea (AIMS). We use dynamic panel regression techniques within the gravity model approach to explain the determinants of tourism flows into SIDS and to compare the determinants among the three regional groups of SIDS.

The rest of the article is organised as follows. In section two, we briefly describe SIDS, then we focus on the literature review related to tourism demand analyses (also applied to SIDS) as well as summarise the gravity approach (also with some applications to tourism). In section three, we present our data and the variables we work with. We also introduce and discuss our estimation procedure for the gravity model approach. In section four, we describe the analysis and present our results. The results and the methods (including the limitations of
our research) as well as some threats posed by unregulated mass tourism are discussed in section five, while section six concludes.

2. Literature review

The group of Small Island Developing States (SIDS) was created in 1992 at the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro and two years later, in 1994, the first conference focused specifically on SIDS was held in Barbados. The Barbados Programme of Action (BPOA) stressed that tourism represented a significant development opportunity for SIDS (United Nations, 1994). In 2001, further institutionalisation of SIDS was supported by the establishment of the UN Office of the High Representative for the Least Developed Countries, Landlocked Developing Countries, and Small Islands Developing States (UN-OHRLLS). This office then created the official list of SIDS, which currently includes 58 countries: 38 politically independent states and 20 dependent territories. The independent SIDS (with the exception of Bahrain) formed the Alliance of Small Island States (AOSIS) with five dependent territories now as observers. The aim of the alliance is to represent and support interests of SIDS at the UN (AOSIS, 2015). SIDS are concentrated in two geographical areas (the Caribbean and the Pacific) but are formally classified into three regional groups. The most SIDS are found in the Caribbean (29); followed by the Pacific (20); and then the Atlantic Ocean, Indian Ocean, Mediterranean, and the South China Sea (AIMS) (9). Table 1 shows the regional distribution of SIDS that we have adopted in our study.

Table 1: Geographic distribution of SIDS (with some other features noted). Source: Authors, based on UN-OHRLLS (2017).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caribbean</td>
<td>Anguilla², Antigua and Barbuda¹,³, Aruba¹,³, Bahamas¹,³, Barbados¹,³, Belize¹, Bermuda¹,³, British Virgin Islands¹,³, Cayman Islands¹,³, Cuba¹, Curaçao¹,³, Dominica¹, Dominican Republic¹, Grenada¹, Guadeloupe¹, Guyana¹, Haiti¹,³, Jamaica¹, Martinique¹, Montserrat¹, Puerto Rico¹,³, Suriname¹, Saint Kitts and Nevis¹,³, Saint Lucia¹, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines¹, Sint Maarten¹,³, Trinidad and Tobago¹,³, Turks and Caicos Islands¹,³, U.S. Virgin Islands²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific</td>
<td>American Samoa², Cook Islands¹, Fiji¹, French Polynesia¹,³, Guam¹, Kiribati¹,³, Marshall Islands¹, Federated States of Micronesia¹, Nauru¹, Niue², New Caledonia¹,³, Palau¹,³, Papua New Guinea¹, Samoa¹, Northern Mariana Islands¹,³, Solomon Islands¹,³, Timor-Leste¹,³, Tonga¹, Tuvalu¹,³, Vanuatu¹,³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIMS</td>
<td>Bahrain¹,³, Cabo Verde¹, Comoros¹,³, Guinea-Bissau¹,³, Maldives¹, Mauritius¹, Seychelles¹,³, Singapore¹,³, Sao Tome a Principe¹,³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: ¹UN member states; ²Dependent territories; ³Least Developed Countries; ⁴High-income countries. The two countries in italics (Nauru and Sint Maarten) were not included in our analysis due to a complete absence of data in the UNWTO database.

It can be seen from above that SIDS represent a heterogeneous group of countries with specific development challenges as well as opportunities, among which the significant tourism potential is often included. According to UNWTO (2017), SIDS share three key features that make them unique from a development perspective. Firstly, SIDS are small which leads to an increased pressure on their environments. The smallness of SIDS also means a limited
diversification of the economy. Secondly, they are remote and isolated which constrains international trade on the one hand but helps to preserve unique natural and cultural diversity on the other hand. Thirdly, coastal environments are a typical feature of SIDS. While this is relevant for the development of tourism, the coastal environments are fragile and vulnerable to extreme climate situations and to climate changes in general.

Although the level of economic and social development varies among SIDS (see Table 1), for the majority of them tourism is significant in terms of exports and contribution to the economy, as is shown by the shares of tourism relative to GDP and exports (with some exceptions, such as Papua New Guinea and Suriname). The average total contribution of tourism to GDP in 2015 was 35.6% (the median value was 25.6%), with these shares varying from the low in Papua New Guinea (2%) to the high in British Virgin Islands (94.3%) (WTTC, 2017b). The average share of international tourism receipts in exports for SIDS in 2015 was 42.2% (median 36.3%), with the highest value in Palau (87.1%) and the lowest in Papua New Guinea (0.02%) (World Bank, 2016a).

Tourism is also significant for employment as it generates many jobs, particularly in the Caribbean SIDS, where its total contribution to employment in 2015 was more than 30%, compared with 27.9% in the AIMS and 23.8% in the Pacific. The average contribution for SIDS as a group was 28.7% (median 24.3%), with the highest value in Aruba (90.7%) and the lowest in Papua New Guinea (1.6%) (WTTC, 2017b). Moreover, according to UNWTO (2014), tourism has significantly contributed to economic growth and development in some SIDS, particularly Samoa, Cabo Verde, and the Maldives. These three countries are now capable of graduating from the group of the Least Developed Countries (LDCs).

General approaches to tourism flows analysis
According to Naudé and Saayman (2005), the majority of studies on determinants of tourism demand and the international flow of tourism have concentrated on the developed countries. Moreover, Song and Li (2008) stress that there has been insufficient use of panel data analyses in the empirical literature on international tourism demand. Although this has certainly changed over recent years (see particularly Wu et al., 2017, Li et al., 2016, Liu et al., 2018, Pratt & Liu, 2015), no study so far (to our knowledge) has focused explicitly on investigating factors of tourism flows into SIDS as a group of countries. Therefore, to analyse this, we have decided to employ the dynamic panel data regression based on the gravity approach to explain the determinants of tourism flows into SIDS over the period 1995–2014.

While Song and Li (2008) divide tourism demand modelling and forecasting methods into two general categories (i.e. quantitative and qualitative), Song and Turner (2006) conclude that the majority of studies use the quantitative approach. This can be classified into two broad sub-groups: non-causal time series modelling and causal econometric techniques. The non-causal time series models do not study the relationships between tourism demand and its influencing factors but instead concentrate on explaining a variable with regard to its own past and a random disturbance term. While they are less costly in data collection and represent useful tools for forecasting tourism demand, they cannot be used for policy purposes since they do not identify any causal relationships (Naudé & Saayman, 2005). Therefore, from a decision-making perspective, the econometric causal models applied to time series or panel data can be considered superior since they are constructed based on economic theory (Song et al., 2003).
However, to estimate these causal models, more advanced econometric approaches must be employed. They are also more data demanding, especially when panel data is used.

Panel data analyses do not have a long history in tourism studies. One of the first was done by Ledesma-Rodríguez et al. (2001), who used both the static and dynamic panel data approach to model the demand for Tenerife tourism. Then, Eilat and Einav (2004) employed the pooled logit regression to identify the determinants of tourism for different regions. Naudé and Sayman (2005) used both cross-sectional data and panel data over 1996–2000 to investigate the determinants of tourist arrivals into 43 African countries. Roget and Gonzales (2006) employed a very similar approach to examine the demand for rural tourism in Galicia. More examples of panel data application for tourism flows analyses can be found within the gravity models approach.

Gravity model approach in tourism literature

Gravity models have been used since the 1960s, particularly to estimate international trade flows, and they have later been applied in many other fields of international economics to estimate determinants of various kinds of international flows. The basic version of gravity models relates international flows between origin and destination countries to their relative size (in terms of area, population, total GDP, or GDP per capita) and the distance between them. There are, of course, other factors that affect flows between origin and destination countries, such as economic opportunities, political and/or economic stability, freedom and democracy, level of social development, and geographic conditions, which are usually included in the analysis. Dyadic factors such as linguistic or cultural proximity or even policy impacts may be accounted for as well.

According to Fourie and Santana-Gallego (2011a), the main reason for the extensive application of gravity models is their goodness of fit since international flows increase with the (economic or population) size of countries and decrease with the distance between them. That said, the use of gravity models relies on the availability of data for bilateral flows, which in many fields of international economics has only recently become available. Nevertheless, gravity models have been used to estimate determinants of international flows of migrants (Lewer & Van den Berg, 2008; Ramos & Surinach, 2013), goods (Fratianni, 2007; Chaney, 2013), and foreign direct investment (Head & Ries, 2008).

In the field of international tourism, Gil-Pareja et al. (2007a) used the gravity model framework to estimate the impact of embassies and consulates on tourism. Gil-Pareja et al. (2007b) employed a gravity model approach to study the effect of the European Monetary Union on tourism. Khadaroo and Seetanah (2006) applied the gravity model to investigate tourism flows among 28 countries that were treated both as origins and destinations. Fourie and Santana-Gallego (2011a) investigated the determinants of tourism flows into African countries. The same authors also estimated the impact of sport mega-events on tourist arrivals using gravity models (Fourie & Santana-Gallego, 2011b). Archibald and LaCorbiniere (2008) used a dynamic gravity model to assess the competitiveness of Caribbean destinations. Culic (2014) worked with the gravity framework applied to all available bilateral international tourism flows to estimate the impact of macroeconomic supply-side and demand-side determinants of tourism. His results showed that the gravity model explained tourism flows better than goods trade for the same specifications.
Analyses of tourism flows in SIDS

Some papers have examined tourism flows into several individual SIDS. Examples include studies by Cassidy and Brown (2010) on Vanuatu; Shareef and McAleer (2008) on the Maldives and Seychelles; Shareef and McAleer (2005) on Barbados, Cyprus, Dominica, Fiji, Maldives, and Seychelles; and Charles and Fullerton (2012) on the Bahamas. However, there have been very few studies that have focused on tourism arrivals into SIDS as a group of destination countries. One reason may be the (un)availability of bilateral tourism and other data related to such a large number of small island economies (see Section 3). Parry and McElroy (2009) compared more-developed Caribbean and less tourism-penetrated Pacific and Indian Ocean islands, using a means difference comparison and the Tourist Penetration Index. They also performed a regression analysis to identify key features of successful small island tourist-driven economies. They found that these features include political dependence, uncrowded ambience, favourable geography, and relative affluence.

Archibald and LaCorbiniere (2008) focused on the tourism competitiveness of Caribbean destinations using a dynamic gravity model. They learned that while tourist arrivals tend to be persistent, the trend can be influenced by changes in the capacity and prices of tourism in the destination relative to the source country and competing destinations as well as fluctuations in exchange rates and airfares. They also found that destination income (as a key indicator of infrastructural development and other aspects of tourism competitiveness) plays a leading role in determining arrivals. Probably the most relevant study for SIDS as a group of destination countries has been done by Ciulic (2014), who devoted part of his analysis to small island destinations. He discovered that tourism to these destinations is less sensitive to changes in the country’s real exchange rate but more susceptible to the introduction/removal of direct flights (compared to other destinations).

3. Data and methods

To analyse the determinants of tourist arrivals into SIDS, a gravity model framework with dynamic panel data is used. In this section, we describe our dataset as well as our variables. In the second part, we present the methods that were used to estimate the determinants.

Data and variables

Our dependent variable indicates bilateral tourism flows to 56 destination countries (SIDS) from potentially all possible countries of origins. The inclusion of country pairs (origin-destination) in our analysis was defined by the availability of dyadic data for tourism flows for at least one year over 1995-2014 (UNWTO, 2016). Our final dataset contains 3802 country pairs over 20 years, which yield a maximum of 76,040 observations for each variable. However, many observations are missing, as our dependent variable has only 46,532 observations.
### Table 2: Variables, their descriptions, and data sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Units of measurement</th>
<th>Source of data</th>
<th>What it approximates; (expected sign)</th>
<th>Example of a study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>arrivals</strong></td>
<td>number of tourist arrivals from an origin country to a destination</td>
<td>number of tourists</td>
<td>UNWTO, 2016</td>
<td>dependent variable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>gdppc_dest</strong></td>
<td>gross domestic product per capita of destinations</td>
<td>constant (2011) international dollars (PPP)</td>
<td>World Bank, 2016a</td>
<td>level of destination development; (+)</td>
<td>Archibald &amp; LaCorbiniere (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>gdppc_or</strong></td>
<td>gross domestic product per capita of origin</td>
<td>constant (2011) international dollars (PPP)</td>
<td>World Bank, 2016a</td>
<td>income in origin countries; (+)</td>
<td>Gil-Pareja et al. (2007b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>pop_dest</strong></td>
<td>population size of destinations</td>
<td>number of inhabitants</td>
<td>World Bank, 2016a</td>
<td>population in destinations; (+)</td>
<td>Fourie &amp; Santana-Gallego (2011a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>pop_or</strong></td>
<td>population size of countries of origin</td>
<td>number of inhabitants</td>
<td>World Bank, 2016a</td>
<td>population in origin countries; (+)</td>
<td>Gil-Pareja et al. (2007b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>distance</strong></td>
<td>air distance between countries in a pair</td>
<td>Kilometres</td>
<td>Mayer &amp; Zignago, 2011 (CEPII)</td>
<td>accessibility and/or transport costs; (–)</td>
<td>Naudé &amp; Sayman (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>bil_trade_sp</strong></td>
<td>sum of exports and imports between countries in a pair (from destinations’ perspective)</td>
<td>USD, constant prices of 2010</td>
<td>United Nations, 2016</td>
<td>economic links; (+)</td>
<td>Culiuc (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>pfr_pwt90</strong></td>
<td>purchasing power parity (PPP) factor ratio</td>
<td>ratio calculated as the PPP factor of a destination to the PPP factor of an origin country</td>
<td>Feenstra et al., 2015 (PWT 9.0)</td>
<td>real exchange rate; (–)</td>
<td>Culiuc (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Col</strong></td>
<td>common official language (dummy variable)</td>
<td>equal to one if countries in a pair share a common official language</td>
<td>Melitz &amp; Toubal, 2014 (CEPII)</td>
<td>cultural affinity; (+)</td>
<td>Fourie &amp; Santana-Gallego (2011a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>colony</strong></td>
<td>common colonial history (dummy variable)</td>
<td>equal to one if countries in a pair have ever had a common colonial link</td>
<td>Head et al., 2010 (CEPII)</td>
<td>political affinity; (+)</td>
<td>Fourie &amp; Santana-Gallego (2011a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>polstab</strong></td>
<td>political stability and absence of violence (sub-index of the Worldwide Governance Indicators)</td>
<td>an index ranging from -2.5 (lowest) to 2.5 (highest)</td>
<td>World Bank, 2016b</td>
<td>political stability and safety and security; (+); Eilat &amp; Einav (2004)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>rooms</strong></td>
<td>number of hotel rooms in a destination</td>
<td>number of rooms</td>
<td>UNWTO, 2016</td>
<td>tourism infrastructure development; (+)</td>
<td>Khadaroo &amp; Seetanah (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>wetdays</strong></td>
<td>number of days with rainfalls (time-invariant variable)</td>
<td>number of days</td>
<td>Mitchell et al., 2002</td>
<td>weather conditions; (–); Gallarza et al., (2002)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: ¹In the Comtrade database, trade data is provided in current prices (in USD). Therefore, we use the US GDP deflator data with the base year of 2010 (World Bank, 2016a) to recalculate the trade data to constant USD prices of 2010. ²According to Culiuc (2014), there are several standard measures of real exchange rate. In line with most of his study and also because of the availability of data, we work with the PPP factor ratio. It is important to stress, however, that the data is missing for most of the Pacific SIDS.
We use four groups of independent variables. The first group consists of standard gravity variables: GDP per capita and population size of countries of origin and destinations as well as the distance between countries in the pair. The second group contains two economic relationship variables: bilateral trade and real exchange rate (approximated by the purchasing power parity factor ratio). The third category includes two dummy variables: one for common official language and the other for common colonial history for countries in a pair. In the last group, we lump together three variables that indicate some tourism-relevant features on the destination side: stability and security of the destinations, weather conditions, and tourism infrastructure development. The variables' details, their expected signs, and relevant studies are summarised in Table 2.

**Estimation procedure for the gravity approach**

Gravity models can be estimated using the pooled Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) method. This method is simple, but it comes at the costs of ignoring unobserved heterogeneity which, if it is assumed to exist, ultimately leads to inconsistent and inefficient estimates. Therefore, panel data fixed effects estimation procedure could be used to control for the unobserved heterogeneity. Here, the problem would be that the time-invariant variables (for example, distance or the colonial dummy) cannot be estimated. To overcome this problem, the pooled OLS method combined with both destination and origin countries' fixed effects (sometimes years’ fixed effects are included as well) can be used to estimate the gravity models (Matyas, Konya and Harris, 2004 or Fourie and Santana-Gallego, 2011a). The inclusion of fixed effects is also used to solve the issue of multilateral resistance when estimating gravity models dealing with flows variable (Anderson & Van Wincoop, 2004). In this context, it is obvious that the inclusion of country-specific fixed effects is needed not only from the econometric perspective, but also from the gravity model specification point of view.

Dynamics was introduced into gravity models only recently (Martínez-Zarzoso et al., 2009) to solve the fact that some of the flows are highly persistent, which is also assumed to be true for tourist arrivals due to word-of-mouth effects and supply constraints such as shortages of accommodation or limited transportation capacity (Fourie & Santana-Gallego, 2011a). The inclusion of the lagged dependent variable among the independent variables (i.e. the dynamics) means that the model cannot be estimated by the fixed effects estimator, which would yield biased and inconsistent estimates since the lagged dependent variable is clearly endogenous (it correlates with the error term). This issue can be easily overcome by the application of Arellano-Bond model (Arellano & Bond, 1991), which uses the first differences-generalised methods of moments estimator (DIF-GMM) or by using the Blundell-Bond model (Blundell & Bond, 1998), which employs the system-generalised methods of moments estimator (SYS-GMM). The latter model has been proposed as more appropriate when dependent variables are highly persistent. It also allows for the estimation of effects of time-invariant variables.

The SYS-GMM method is based on the estimation of a system of two equations: the level equation and the first-differences equation. Moreover, it is possible to work with some endogenous independent variables. We consider the lagged dependent variable (GDP per capita of destinations (SIDS)) and the approximation of tourism infrastructure development ($ln\_rooms$) as endogenous. In a specification with our bilateral trade variable, we consider this variable to be endogenous as well.
Originally, we wanted to closely follow Fourie and Santana-Gallego (2011a) and use lagged endogenous regressors as instruments in the first-differenced equation and their lagged first differences as instruments in the level equation. However, because of the results of the AR tests, we had to use deeper lags of the endogenous regressors as instruments in the estimations of the first-differenced and level equations in some of our specifications. We used exogenous variables as standard instruments in both equations (see the bottom part of Table 3 in Section 4). Also, due to the limited number of observations, we had to be cautious and rather parsimonious in the number of instruments we used.

We work with 56 SIDS on the destination side, while the number of country pairs is determined by the availability of data for bilateral tourism flows (UNWTO, 2016). All country pairs for which at least one observation was available through the 20 years under review (1995-2014) have been included in our analysis. We thus work with 3802 country pairs over the 20-year period, which provides us with a potential maximum of 76,040 observations for each of the variables in our dataset. Although this is not a random sample, since the pairs on which we identify our panel data are defined by data availability, we still think that the analysis has value. Even if we worked with a standardised set of origin countries (and therefore also with a standardised set of country pairs), the pairs excluded from the analysis would be left out on the basis of data unavailability on the dependent variable. The default specification we estimated can be described by the following equation:

\[
\ln_{\text{arrivals}_{ijt}} = \beta_0 + \beta_1\ln_{\text{arrivals}_{ijt-1}} + \beta_2\ln_{\text{gdppc}_{orj}} + \beta_3\ln_{\text{gdppc}_{dest}} + \beta_4\ln_{\text{pop}_{orj}} + \beta_5\ln_{\text{pop}_{dest}} + \beta_6\ln_{\text{distance}_{ij}} + \beta_7\ln_{\text{rooms}_{ijt}} + \beta_8\text{polstab}_x + \lambda_t + u_{ijt} \quad (1)
\]

In this equation, \(i\) indicates destination country, \(j\) origin country, and \(t\) is time (years); \(\beta_0\) is the constant, \(\beta_{1-8}\) are regression coefficients, \(\ln\) is natural logarithm; \(\lambda_t\) are the year fixed effects, and \(u_{ijt}\) is well-behaved disturbance term.

4. Results

Using the SYS-GMM method, we estimate six models. In the first model, we work with the full sample of country pairs (i.e. with all available data), but we do not include year fixed effects. These are added into the second model. The third model contains also a bilateral trade variable, which is not included in the default specification since it halves the number of observations available. In the final three models, we repeat the second regression (i.e. without the trade variable, but with year dummies) for the different geographic regions of SIDS. The fourth model works only with the Caribbean destinations, the fifth model with AIMS destinations, and the sixth model with Pacific islands.

The default specification (see Equation 1), which is used for the second model and then also applied to the different regions of SIDS, includes the lagged dependent variable, the gravity variables (GDPs per capita and population sizes for destination as well as origin countries and the distance between them), the supply-side variable that represents the tourism infrastructure development (the number of rooms in SIDS), and political stability. We also include variables indicating colonial relationships, language proximity, exchange rate, weather.
conditions, and year fixed effects. In the final model, we have to exclude the supply-side variable as well as the PPP factor ratio (and also the year fixed effects) because of the unavailability of data on these variables for the Pacific islands (otherwise the model could not be estimated due to the small number of observations). Table 3 below presents the results for the aforementioned models.

For the first specification, the results show that all variables are statistically highly significant, and all have the expected signs. The tourism flows into SIDS seem to be highly persistent over time. They depend positively on incomes in countries of origin as well as destination. This shows that, all else being equal, tourists from richer countries of origin prefer economically more-developed island economies. Other gravity variables indicate that there are more tourists from more populous origin countries heading toward more populous SIDS and that the number of tourist arrivals drops with higher distance between countries in a pair, which is used as an approximation of accessibility and travel costs. Infrastructural development in tourism also plays an important role in determining the number of tourists in SIDS: better infrastructure means more arrivals. Stable political environment and absence of violence in destinations is another crucial factor promoting tourism in island economies. More tourist arrivals are also associated with closer historical (colonial) links and with language proximity. The negative coefficient of the PPP factor ratio between an origin and destination country shows that the higher the level of prices of a destination country compared to an origin country price level, the lower the number of tourists. Finally, weather conditions matter as well, indicating that worse weather means (unsurprisingly) lower number of arrivals.

The results change when the year fixed effects are included in the specification (Model 2). While the lag of the dependent variable indicates even higher persistence of tourist arrivals, the effects and significances of other variables are considerably reduced (although all of them keep the expected signs). For example, the effect of GDP per capita of origin countries is now less than half (when compared to the first model) and the same is true for population of origin countries, distance, political stability, colonial links, and language proximity. Some of these variables, as well as population of SIDS, are now significant only at the 5% level. The most notable change is that the inclusion of year fixed effects renders the supply-side variable \( \ln(\text{rooms}) \) insignificant (p-value 0.139). However, this result depends on the selection of GMM-type instruments. When deeper lags of the endogenous regressors are added among the GMM-type instruments for the differenced equation, the supply-side variable becomes highly significant once again (p-value 0.001) while the other results do not change much.

The inclusion of bilateral trade halves the number of observations in the third model. This is the reason we do not consider this specification as our default. The bilateral trade variable itself is positive and highly significant, which indicates that higher numbers of tourist arrivals are associated with higher bilateral trade flows. The presence of bilateral trade also reduces the effects and significances of other gravity variables in the model. This is particularly true for the GDP per capita of SIDS and the population of SIDS, which become insignificant (moreover, the coefficient for the population variable is now negative). Since this may also be a consequence of collinearity between trade and these variables, we replace population variables by land area of origin and destination countries. However, the results do not change in any practical way. Similarly, the results do not change much when deeper lags of the endogenous regressors (including the bilateral trade variable) are added among the GMM-type instruments for the differenced equation.
Table 3: Regression models and results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ln_arrivals</th>
<th>No dummy (1)</th>
<th>Dummy (2)</th>
<th>Trade (3)</th>
<th>Caribbean (4)</th>
<th>AIMS (5)</th>
<th>Pacific (6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ln_arrivals_L1 (endogenous)</td>
<td>0.875*** (0.017)</td>
<td>0.945*** (0.014)</td>
<td>0.799*** (0.023)</td>
<td>0.541*** (0.038)</td>
<td>0.921*** (0.019)</td>
<td>0.889*** (0.038)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln_gdppc_or</td>
<td>0.106*** (0.020)</td>
<td>0.036** (0.015)</td>
<td>0.065** (0.029)</td>
<td>0.564*** (0.062)</td>
<td>0.080*** (0.024)</td>
<td>0.106** (0.046)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln_gdppc_dest (endogenous)</td>
<td>0.117*** (0.023)</td>
<td>0.072*** (0.021)</td>
<td>0.050 (0.038)</td>
<td>0.171*** (0.056)</td>
<td>0.036 (0.024)</td>
<td>0.246*** (0.088)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln_pop_or</td>
<td>0.101*** (0.014)</td>
<td>0.045*** (0.011)</td>
<td>0.070*** (0.018)</td>
<td>0.334*** (0.031)</td>
<td>0.070*** (0.017)</td>
<td>0.052*** (0.016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln_pop_dest</td>
<td>0.041*** (0.014)</td>
<td>0.025** (0.013)</td>
<td>−0.033 (0.027)</td>
<td>0.138*** (0.042)</td>
<td>−0.012 (0.014)</td>
<td>0.132*** (0.040)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln_distance</td>
<td>−0.225*** (0.032)</td>
<td>−0.099*** (0.025)</td>
<td>−0.165*** (0.039)</td>
<td>−0.784*** (0.071)</td>
<td>−0.144*** (0.041)</td>
<td>−0.244*** (0.075)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln_rooms (endogenous)</td>
<td>0.097*** (0.022)</td>
<td>0.032 (0.022)</td>
<td>0.117*** (0.034)</td>
<td>0.290*** (0.048)</td>
<td>0.117*** (0.031)</td>
<td>0.179*** (0.026)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polstab</td>
<td>0.061*** (0.016)</td>
<td>0.029** (0.014)</td>
<td>0.089*** (0.023)</td>
<td>0.098** (0.045)</td>
<td>0.062*** (0.019)</td>
<td>0.112*** (0.044)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colony</td>
<td>0.263*** (0.049)</td>
<td>0.119*** (0.036)</td>
<td>0.294*** (0.075)</td>
<td>1.050*** (0.144)</td>
<td>0.137*** (0.058)</td>
<td>0.088*** (0.049)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Col</td>
<td>0.134*** (0.028)</td>
<td>0.041** (0.020)</td>
<td>0.140*** (0.038)</td>
<td>0.702*** (0.085)</td>
<td>0.047* (0.028)</td>
<td>0.115*** (0.046)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln_pfr_pwt90</td>
<td>−0.206*** (0.027)</td>
<td>−0.102*** (0.025)</td>
<td>−0.189*** (0.034)</td>
<td>−0.403*** (0.061)</td>
<td>−0.074*** (0.029)</td>
<td>0.063*** (0.027)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln_wetdays</td>
<td>−0.082*** (0.017)</td>
<td>−0.049*** (0.015)</td>
<td>−0.172*** (0.033)</td>
<td>−0.072 (0.149)</td>
<td>−0.072*** (0.020)</td>
<td>0.014 (0.073)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln_bil_trade_cp (endogenous)</td>
<td>0.098*** (0.017)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_cons</td>
<td>−2.057*** (0.358)</td>
<td>−0.881*** (0.323)</td>
<td>−0.831 (0.598)</td>
<td>−7.244*** (1.211)</td>
<td>−0.924*** (0.466)</td>
<td>−2.883*** (1.010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of observations</td>
<td>20757</td>
<td>20757</td>
<td>11896</td>
<td>10833</td>
<td>9563</td>
<td>1552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of groups</td>
<td>1734</td>
<td>1734</td>
<td>1232</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>731</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of instruments</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year Fixed effects</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR(1) test</td>
<td>−17.171***</td>
<td>−17.385***</td>
<td>−10.825***</td>
<td>−12.505***</td>
<td>−11.066***</td>
<td>−4.669***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR(2) test</td>
<td>4.444***</td>
<td>4.541***</td>
<td>0.390</td>
<td>1.411</td>
<td>4.434***</td>
<td>2.206**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR(3) test</td>
<td>−0.373</td>
<td>−0.343</td>
<td>1.364</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td>−1.541</td>
<td>−2.118**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR(4) test</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.8756</td>
<td>0.657</td>
<td>0.466</td>
<td>0.571</td>
<td>0.667</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Use of Instruments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Differented equation</th>
<th>GMM-type instruments</th>
<th>L(2/2) of endogenous independent variables</th>
<th>L(1/1) of endogenous independent variables</th>
<th>L(2/2) of endogenous independent variables</th>
<th>L(3/3) of endogenous independent variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>standard instruments</td>
<td>first-difference (D.) of exogenous time-variant variables</td>
<td>no-difference of exogenous time-invariant variables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level equation</th>
<th>GMM-type instruments</th>
<th>L2D of endogenous independent variables</th>
<th>LD of endogenous independent variables</th>
<th>L2.D of endogenous independent variables</th>
<th>L3.D of endogenous independent variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>standard instruments</td>
<td>exogenous variables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ calculations. Notes: L denotes lags (first lag/last lag), D denotes differences. The presented numbers are regression coefficients estimates, the values in parentheses are Windmeijer bias-corrected (WC) standard errors. *** denotes statistical significance at 1% level, ** denotes statistical significance at 5% level, * denotes statistical significance at 10% level. AR(.) denotes auto-correlation tests for auto-correlation of a specific order.
In the remaining three specifications, we repeat the default analysis (Model 2) for the different SIDS regions. Although we originally wanted to apply the exact same specification on all three regions so that the results are directly comparable, there are many observations missing on some of the variables for the Pacific SIDS. For this reason, the supply-side variable \((\text{ln} \_ \text{rooms})\), the approximation of the real exchange rate \((\text{ln} \_ \text{pfr} \_ \text{pwt90})\), and the year fixed effects do not enter the last model because otherwise the regression analysis could not even be performed due to the small number of available observations. When the results of the three models are compared regardless, it can be found that most of the variables are significant at least at the 5% level and in the expected directions. However, there are some exceptions to this rule. In the AIMS specification, destination population size and GDP per capita are statistically insignificant, and the dummy for the common official language is significant only at the 10% level. The latter is also the case for the colonial links dummy in the last specification for the Pacific SIDS.

The majority of regression coefficients in Table 3 can be interpreted as elasticities: they indicate a percentage change in tourist arrivals if a particular explanatory variable changes by one percent (all else being equal). Generally, it is possible to roughly compare the magnitudes of the corresponding coefficients in the three ‘regional’ specifications. From this perspective, the results suggest that while the arrivals of tourists are highly persistent for the Pacific and AIMS regions, this is not that case for the Caribbean. The effect of GDP per capita in destinations on arrivals is the highest for the Pacific region, followed by the Caribbean, but is low and even insignificant for the AIMS states. The same order holds true with regard to the political stability variable, which, however, is not interpreted as elasticity. The effect of the number of wet days is clearly largest for the AIMS region and is actually the only regional specification in which this variable is significant. Interestingly, the magnitudes of coefficients for all other explanatory variables are highest for the Caribbean region, including the dummy variables for common official language and historical (colonial) links.

5. Discussion

Our analysis aims to contribute to understanding the factors that influence tourism demand in SIDS. Small island states are characterised by remoteness, isolation, and limited opportunities for economic development. Because of their small size, the SIDS generally suffer from a lack of mineral and human resources. However, many islands evoke the three ‘s’ (sun, sea, and sand) attributes that are economically useful for tourism promotion. Thus, tourism appears to be one of the (rather few) development opportunities for SIDS, a fact that has been highlighted by several authors and international organisations (e.g. UNWTO, 2014; Prideax & McNamara, 2012; Sharpley, 2014). An important prerequisite for functional strategies based on increasing tourist arrivals in SIDS is knowledge of the factors that influence these arrivals. Despite considerable heterogeneity within SIDS, we have been able to identify several common factors that are statistically and practically significant to many SIDS. These factors should be of the primary interest to policymakers and decision makers. So what are they?

According to our findings, there is a high persistence in the tourism flows into SIDS. The flows originate in richer countries and aim at the more-developed SIDS (as measured by GDP per capita on origin and destination sides). Similarly, more tourists travel from more populous countries to more populous SIDS. The number of arrivals is negatively influenced
by travel costs and accessibility of the island destinations (as approximated by the distance variable) and positively influenced by (better) weather conditions. Also, the tourism infrastructure in destinations plays a key role in determining the number of tourists, and the same is true for political stability. The results show as well that language and historical (common colonial links) affinities substantially influence the tourism flows into SIDS. The exchange rate matters too: the more advantageous it is (i.e. the lower the PPP factor of a destination relative to the PPP factor of an origin country), the higher the number of arrivals.

Despite the very different methods of analysis, our results partly support the findings of Parry and McElroy (2009), in which the key determinants of successful small island tourism-driven economies are relative affluence (in terms of GDP per capita in our regression), favourable geography (in terms of weather conditions as well as accessibility), and political affinity. In contrast to their research, we have not found support for the uncrowded ambience hypothesis. Our results also partly support the conclusions of Ciulic (2014), who found that tourism to small island destinations is more dependent on the accessibility of these destinations and less dependent on changes in the country’s real exchange rate (compared to others). We have found support for both of these hypotheses, but we have not been able to compare the results to other destinations.

When comparing the different SIDS regions, many similarities and some differences have been found. The tourism flows are highly persistent mainly for the Pacific and AIMS regions. While the level of economic development of destinations can generally be considered a crucial factor, it is not a key determinant of tourism flows for the AIMS region. However, this result is changed to expected and significant when the Maldives (recently an LDC) are excluded from the analysis. Accessibility, exchange rate, tourism infrastructure development, and political stability are also important determinants of tourism flows into all SIDS regions, although it seems that political stability is less crucial for the Caribbean and AIMS regions, perhaps because recently there has not been clear instability in the two regions. Common official language plays a fundamental role in the Caribbean (mainly because of the French departments and former French and British colonies in the region and the proximity of the US), followed by the Pacific (because of the proximity of English-speaking Australia, New Zealand, and the US). In contrast, weather conditions essentially matter only in the AIMS region.

While being informative, our analysis has certain limitations, which can be broadly divided into practical and theoretical areas. One of the most serious constraints to our research is the availability of data. We have included only those pairs of countries for which there was data in the UNWTO database. These were the pairs for which at least one observation on the dependent variable (tourist arrivals) was available over 1995-2014. We have omitted all other pairs that were not included in the UNWTO database. It could have been that all the flows in such pairs were zero flows, but because the UNWTO does not distinguish between zero flows and missing observations, we had to exclude these pairs from our analysis. In the same manner, we had to deal with the missing values on the dependent variable of the included pairs (i.e. the missing values were treated as missing and therefore practically excluded from the analysis). Another issue closely related to the availability of data was the fact that we had to work with different numbers of pairs and observations for different SIDS. This certainly means that those SIDS with the highest number of pairs (observations) available influenced the results the most. It was one of the reasons why we decided to implement the analysis for the SIDS regions separately (apart from the objective to compare the determinants
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of flows for the individual regions of the SIDS). While this shows the importance and also the need of quality and availability of data on tourist arrivals into SIDS, there have been other, more technical and computational issues that required solutions.

For example, the Windmeijer bias-corrected (WC) standard errors have to be used; otherwise the system-generalised methods of moments approach would lead to severely biased results. However, when these robust standard errors are employed, it is not feasible to calculate the Sargan over-identification test to examine whether the set of instruments is weak. This is of course possible when the non-robust standard errors are applied, but then the results of the test may be biased due to potential heteroscedasticity in the data. Therefore, we have relied only on the AR tests when choosing our instruments. Moreover, we have shown that the selection of the sets of instruments may substantially influence the results: when deeper lags of the endogenous variables were included, the results usually improved (in terms of higher statistical significance of most of the variables). At the same time, we had to be parsimonious with regard to the order and range of lags we used for our GMM-type instruments for the differenced equation because, in most of our models, we worked with a (very) limited number of observations. When the range and therefore the number of instruments increased, the models could not have been estimated due to high collinearity.

The theoretical limitations are related to the assumption that tourism is a suitable tool for strengthening economic growth. These are obviously much more complex and certainly beyond the scope of this article. Nevertheless, it should be noted that tourism-based economic development can become a victim of its own success. Clogging a destination with too many tourists can reduce its attractiveness and damage its destination image. At the same time, due to their small size and the presence of fragile ecosystems, the increase in tourism often raises concerns about its impact on local ecosystems and the cultural cohesion of the population of SIDS (Scheyvens & Momsen, 2008). There is a broad consensus that tourism should not exceed the carrying capacity of islands and coastal environments, but there is much less consensus about how this capacity should be measured and what should be the thresholds for individual island destinations (McElroy & Albuquerque, 1998; Santana-Jiménez & Hernández, 2011; Jurado et al., 2013).

In any case, sustainable tourism strategies should weigh financial gains vis-á-vis negative consequences of tourism increase, and politicians should strive to retain income in the destination (Pratt, 2015). Revenues from tourism development should be used not only for renewing the tourist products but also for maintaining the environmental values of the islands. There is evidence that more-developed countries tend to have higher proportions of protected areas (Opršal et al., 2018), and SIDS should not be an exception to this rule. Taleb Rifai, former Secretary-General of the World Tourism Organization, has summed up the challenges of tourism-led development strategies for SIDS: “Tourism can play a key role in a stronger support to the development agenda of the SIDS considering that the sector is the main stay for the economies of many SIDS, and that, due to their vulnerabilities, the SIDS remain a special case for sustainable tourism” (UNWTO, 2014, p. 2).

6. Conclusion

We have used the system-generalised methods of moments approach with dynamic panel data within the gravity model framework to examine the determinants of tourism flows into SIDS.
We have also compared the determinants among the different regional groups of SIDS. Although we faced several limitations, most of which were due to limited data availability, we have verified that the gravity approach combined with the dynamic panel data framework works well for estimations of tourism flows among countries. This is because the gravity model allows us to control the typical gravity determinants of tourism flows as well as many others potential influences (such as the economic relationships variables and cultural, language, and political affinities). At the same time, the dynamic panel data framework, namely the system-generalised methods of moments, handles the high persistency of the dependent variable while allowing the estimation of time-invariant variables’ effects.

We have found in our analysis that tourism flows into SIDS are highly persistent indeed and that they depend particularly on the accessibility of destinations, tourism infrastructure, and political stability as well as on the level of economic development of destinations and countries of origin. The exchange rate, language and historical (or political) proximities, and weather conditions also play an important role. While these findings are relevant especially for SIDS as a group of countries, they are also applicable to the various sub-regions of SIDS. The comparison of the determinants of tourism flows has revealed that the same factors are more or less similarly (statistically) significant in the three sub-regions of SIDS and that their importance varies only modestly.

Since the tourism sector represents a crucial source of income for many SIDS, these small island economies simply need to know the factors that influence tourist arrivals. Precisely for this reason, our study is relevant for island economies not only from an analytical standpoint but also from a policy perspective. While we have identified some factors that cannot be effectively managed by policies, such as weather conditions and some of the gravity determinants, it is definitely possible to attract more tourists into SIDS by making the destinations more accessible (more flights or cruises into destinations, which could also lower travel costs), more stable from a political perspective, and generally more economically developed. Moreover, investments into the tourist infrastructure are essential and should be encouraged especially in tourism-based island economies. Likewise, policymakers in many SIDS should consider the exchange rate.

The regional comparisons have revealed that the policy priorities could be slightly different in the different sub-regions of SIDS. While some of them are close to big markets (for example the Caribbean to the US), some others can benefit from language proximities or historical (colonial) affinities. The Pacific SIDS, however, should pay relatively more attention to improvements in political stability. Apparently, such policy recommendations are rather general. This is the consequence of investigating the tourism flows across the SIDS (as a group of countries), while the most relevant policymaking level is the level of individual states. Therefore, case studies of particular SIDS should be regarded as valuable complements to our analysis.
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